228                            ELECTRICAL ATTRACTIONS.         [ART. 439
The coefficients g12j g*, &c. (in which the numbers in the suffix are different) are called the coefficients of induction. Any one of them, as qrs, denotes the charge on A8 when Ar is raised to potential unity, the potentials of all the conductors except Ar being zero.
The coefficients PU>PU,PSS, &c. are called the coefficients of the potential. Any one of them as prs denotes the potential of A8 when a charge unity is given to Ar> the charges on all the other conductors being zero.
Since the dimensions of potential are quantity /distance, it follows that every coefficient of potential is the reciprocal of a length. For the same reason every coefficient of induction has the dimensions of a length.
439. To prove that Prs—Psr and $rs = ?«»•• I*et ^ne conductors Ai.-.An when the charges are E±...En and the potentials V^...Vn be called system I. Let the same conductors when the charges are E^...En and the potentials F/...F/ be called system II. Let us treat these as independent coexistent systems.
The mutual work between two systems has been proved in Art. 59 to be equal to the sum of the products of each element of mass of either system by the potential of the other system at that element.   In the body Ar each element of electricity in one system is to be multiplied by the potential of the other system at that body, and the product is either ErVr' or Er'VT.   We may therefore form the equation
ElV1' + EM+... = E1'V1 + Ea'ra + ............ (3)
which may be shortly written ^EV ' = 2J5"F.
Let us now put each of the electricities E}, E2} &c., E{, E«, &c., except Er and E8) equal to zero. Then by equations (1), V8=pr8Er, Vr'=psrE8f. The equation (3) then gives Prs = psr-
In the same way if we put each of the potentials F1; F2, &c., F/, F2' &c. except Vr and V8 equal to zero we deduce from (2) and (3) qrs = ?«••
Ex. 1.   Three small conducting spheres, whose radii are rlt ra, r3, are placed with their centres at the corners of a triangle whose sides a, b, c are very much greater than the radii.   Prove the following approximate relations a2-r3r3      ~(ab-cr3) _ - (ac - 6r>2) _    1     __ 1
"~                     ~
s
Proceeding as in Art. 374 we find that the potentials Vlt F2, F8, at the centres of the spheres are given by three linear equations of the form F1 =             '

